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Denmark, June 8, 2010.

To the Editor, BMC Infectious Disease.

We have now changed the format of the manuscript “Risk of Myocardial Infarction of HIV-infected Individuals: a population based cohort Study” according to journal style and the major and minor revisions required.

**Major revisions:**

1) Author group: We do not see ourselves as a (working) group and therefore has no name for such a group. We therefore contacted you by mail in order to solve the problem. Your reply was:

   “You have include the ‘Danish HIV Cohort Study’ in the author list in the manuscript. Please ensure that this is also included in the submission system”.

As the Danish HIV Cohort Study is neither an author nor a working group we have chosen to removed that from the author list and keep the name of all the authors on the front page. “The Danish HIV Cohort Study” has therefore not been included in the submission system. We hope that this solution is acceptable to BMC.

**Minor revisions:**

2) Title: Nouns have been capitalised and full stops have been removed.

3) Email addresses have been changed in format.

4) Qualifications: “MD” is removed from the corresponding authors name and address on the front page.

5) Title page: word count and short title have been removed.

6) Underlining: Has been changed to bold in headings on p. 6-8.

7) Abstract: Key words have been removed.
8) Figures: Have been removed from the manuscript file and uploaded separately. The figure number and title have been placed after the reference list.

9) Tables: Have been moved to after the reference list.

10) Additional files have been removed

11) References: up to 30 authors now included and et al has been removed.

12) Typography: Typing and content errors has been checked.

Yours sincerely

Line Dahlerup Rasmussen.
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